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This Travel Journal for Kids is a perfect and easy way for your kids to capture their vacation memories. This travel journal has fun prompts, areas to doodle, circle the answer areas, and blank
areas where kids can glue in memorabilia. Need suggestions on fun items to add? No problem! There is a section with lots of clever ideas. Large 8.5 x11 size with a blank page on one side for
sketching, photos, doodles, maps and brochures. A prompted page on the other side to capture events, dates, places, best things of the day, ratings and highlights. Boys will love having their
very own travel and sketchbook to record their travel, whether it's to a park across town or to cities around the world! No matter if you are camping, heading to the beach, or going to an
amusement park, this is the perfect travel journal for kids.
LIMITED TIME OFFER - NORMAL PRICE $12 ---- SPECIAL DISCOUNT 50% TO ONLY $5.49 Travel Journal: I Was Here in This Place, Record All Your Memories and Happiness, Daily
travel Planner, Daily Travel Journal, Travel Essential Journal, Travel Dairy, 6 x 9" This journal will help you to plan trip, packing list, record all your memories and happiness during travel. This
journal is simple design. It is a perfect gift. 6 x 9" This journal Contains: - Premium Matte Cover Design - Printed on High Quality Cream Paper - Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" - Packing list - Travel
Dairy - Paste in photos, tickets, maps, postcards - Emergency Contact - Travel Journal for Women and Men
LIMITED TIME OFFER - NORMAL PRICE $12 ---- SPECIAL DISCOUNT 50% TO ONLY $5.49 Travel Journal For Men: I Was Here in This Place, Record All Your Memories and Happiness,
Daily Travel Planner, Daily Travel Journal, Traveler's Notebook For Men, Travel Dairy, Travel Notebook For Men, Mens Travel Journal, Mindful Travel Journal, 6 x 9" This journal will help you
to plan trip, packing list, record all your memories and happiness during travel. This journal is simple design. It is a perfect gift. 6 x 9" This journal Contains: - Premium Matte Cover Design Printed on High Quality Cream Paper - Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" - Packing list - Travel Dairy - Paste in photos, tickets, maps, postcards - Emergency Contact
It's time to pack perfect. Every trip, every time. Your journey starts here. When you travel, the journey is just as important as the destination--and packing is the first step. In How to Pack, Hitha
Palepu, a former consultant who has traveled more than 500,000 cumulative miles around the world, shows that what and how you pack are who you are. Confidence and comfort inspire
success upon arrival, whether you're exploring a new city, hoping to nail a job interview, or relaxing on a beach. In How to Pack, you'll learn about: · Power Pieces vs. Fantasy Pieces: How
clothing earns its place in your suitcase · The Accessory Math Secret: The precise formula for all you need to finish off your outfits · Folding versus Rolling: What's right for which items ·
Globetrotter Gorgeous: Editing your beauty routine while still looking great · The Packing Timeline: How to avoid "I'm forgetting something" syndrome · Pack Perfect Lists: Samples and blanks
for any kind of trip
A travel log of everywhere I've been and where I'm going. Give a gift to treasure forever! "I wish I would have started a travel log when I was five"! Amazon customer Imagine! A travel log for
the adventurer. Buy this to keep a record of your life's travels. Write an entry of every vacation, voyage, and excursion you take in your lifetime. List the places you stayed, visited and a
memory. Someday, you will have a list of all the places on our planet, you stepped foot on. A keepsake for a lifetime. Fantastic gift for any age. It's never too late to keep track of where you
been and where you are going. Great graduation present, Milestone birthday College bound freshman Study abroad student Inspire someone to travel and keep a record, or inspire yourself.
Write your adventure. 5.5 x 8.5 Matte cover with cream paper. 230 pages full of inspirational quotes, a list of every country in the world, travel quiz, and an entire back section (travel log) to list
a lifetime of adventures.
This is the second book for J C Sum's "Unwritten: A Hands-off Book Test that Transcends Words." "Unwritten" is a professionally designed and produced book that allows you to bring the
traditional book test beyond just words by incorporating visual drawings as the focus of the thoughts and revelations. It is perfect for performers looking to present a visual book test routine.
The 260-page 5.5" x 8.5" book is in the form of an English language guide for travelers which gives motivation for the book content, layout and format. From a presentation point of view, the
English language guide for travelers also allows for a variety of interesting introductory patter presentations. The nature of the book makes it perfect for shows for corporate events, travel fairs,
tourist attractions, cruise ships, schools & libraries. The full "Unwritten" routine consists of two different basic effects. Effect 1 - Any Word Drawing A spectator opens the book to any page and
chooses a word describing something that she can visualize in her mind. Without asking for the page number or any specifics of the word (such as the length of the word or the letters it
contains), the performer correctly draws out the image that the spectator is visualizing. Effect 2 - Imagined Drawing Prediction A spectator opens the book to any page and mentally selects a
word from the last line of a chosen paragraph. She makes a simple drawing that represents the word and then uses her imagination to add to the sketch to make it into a larger picture. A
sealed envelope that has been in full view from the start of the show is opened to reveal a prediction drawing that correctly matches the spectator's imagined drawing! Note: Instead of a
prediction, you can perform the effect as a drawing duplication. Both effects can be performed individually or together to form a complete routine. The routine can be performed in casual
settings or close-up, parlour and large-scale stage shows. "Unwritten" includes the following features: - Can be Performed Completely Hands Free - The Book Can be Freely Examined During
Performance - No Pumping for Page Numbers, Length of Word or Specific Letters - No Peeks - No Switches - No Pre-Show Work - No Sleight of Hand - No Memory Work or Cribs - No
Assistants - Large Fonts Make the Text Easy to Read - Can Be Performed Stand-Alone or with Other Book Tests
Readers fell in love with teenage waitress Hope Yancey when Joan Bauer’s Newbery Honor–winning novel was published ten years ago. Now, with a terrific new jacket and note from the
author, Hope’s story will inspire a new group of teen readers.

With maps and insider tips, this smart travel guidebook will lead you through the Aloha State's most popular gems: Maui, the Valley Isle (and its smaller islands of Moloka'i and
Lana'i) and Kaua'i, the Garden Isle! Here's what to see and do, and where to eat, drink, shop, stay, and play-from sun-drenched beaches to cloud-covered volcanoes, from posh
resorts to wild emerald-green valleys. Includes "Top Picks". 10 maps (5 for Maui, 1 each for Moloka'i and Lana'i, and 3 for Kaua'i).
Two major trends have recently swept the travel world: the first, an overwhelming desire (thanks to Elizabeth Gilbert’s bestseller, Eat, Pray, Love) to write one’s own memoir; the
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second, an explosion of social media, blogs, twitter and texts, which allow travelers to document and share their experiences instantaneously. Thus, the act of chronicling one’s
journey has never been more popular, nor the urge stronger. Writing Away: A Creative Guide to Awakening the Journal-Writing Traveler, will inspire budding memoirists and
jetsetting scribes alike. But Writing Away doesn’t stop there—author Lavinia Spalding spins the romantic tradition of keeping a travelogue into a modern, witty adventure in
awareness, introducing the traditional handwritten journal as a profoundly valuable tool for self-discovery, artistic expression, and spiritual growth. Writing Away teaches you to
embrace mishaps in order to enrich your travel experience, recognize in advance what you want to remember, tap into all your senses, and connect with the physical world in an
increasingly technological age. It helps you overcome writer’s block and procrastination; tackle the discipline, routine, structure, and momentum that are crucial to the creative
process; and it demonstrates how traveling—while keeping a journal along the way—is the world’s most valuable writing exercise.
opis: Interior: Date Where I am today Weather My day was (Amazing, Fun/Cool, Ok, Boring) Who was with us, Today we... My favorite part of today Photos slot Check out our
"travel journal" other countries
Jane Was Here is a whimsical, illustrated guide to Jane Austen's England - from the settings in her novels and the scenes in the wildly popular television and film adaptations, to
her homes and other important locations throughout her own life. Discover the stately homes of Basildon Park and Ham House and the lush landscapes of Stourhead and
Stanage Edge. Tread in Jane's footsteps as you explore her school in the old gatehouse of the ruined Reading Abbey; her perfectly-preserved home in her Chawton cottage,
where she spent the last eight years of her life; or her final resting place in Winchester Cathedral. Whether you want to take this book as your well-thumbed guide on a real
Austenian pilgrimage of your own, or experience the journey from the comfort of your own living room, Jane Was Here will take you - with a tone as wry as Jane's itself - on an
enchanting adventure through the ups and downs of the world of Jane Austen.
LIMITED TIME OFFER - NORMAL PRICE $12 ---- SPECIAL DISCOUNT 50% TO ONLY $5.49 Classic Travel Journal: I Was Here in This Place, Record All Your Memories and
Happiness, Unlined Travel Journal, Traveler's Notebook, Travel Notebook, I Was Here Journal, Vintage Travel Journal, 6" x 9" This journal will help you to plan trip, packing list,
record all your memories and happiness during travel. This journal is simple design. It is a perfect gift. 6 x 9" This journal Contains: - Premium Matte Cover Design - Printed on
High Quality Cream Paper - Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" - Packing list - Travel Dairy - Paste in photos, tickets, maps, postcards - Emergency Contact
Whether you are cruising down Californias Pacific Coast Highway, the Great Ocean Road, or the ever iconic Route 66, road trips are about singing at the top of your lungs,
exploring local secrets, and creating memories that last a lifetime Lifes a ROADTRIP is the latest instalment in the Insert Your Story series, followingSwept Away by
WANDERLUST and My BUCKETLIST, its here to inspire you to plan and kick start the road trip of your dreams. Filled with travel prompts, inspiring quotes, and stories from
professional nomads this journal is made for you to scribble down your favorite sing-a-longs, stick in your own postcard worthy photos, and give you a place to keep your festival
passes covered in mud. Build and record every second of your road trip adventures with a traceable world map, thought provoking questions and planning pages for all the
places youll go and the places youve yet to get to.
Micronesia, Hawaii, Polynesia, Bora Bora, Seychelles, Maldives, Australia - where does the mind go when imagining such places. Drawn from the best travel blogs and
Instagram images, this book brings together the most beautiful locations near, on, or under water. From eco resorts to remote, pristine islands; from sailing on ultra-blue oceans
to diving in translucent waters; in aerial and underwater photography, the focus is on finding paradise. Whether thinking about a trip or longing for sun and sand, this book is
where those daydreams begin. AUTHOR: Sebastiaan Bedaux works as a freelance lifestyle and travel journalist for several renowned Belgian magazines and newspapers. For
the past ten years he has been travelling the world and writing about his holiday experiences on his award-winning travel blog, ambassador.land. SELLING POINTS: * The 20
best Instagram accounts and blogs illustrate paradise on earth - with the focus on the most idyllic beaches, azure seas, both above and below the water surface * A must-have
for every adventurous globetrotter with a passion for the sea and water 270 colour images
I LOVE TRAVEL | I Was Here A Travel Journal for the Curious Minded Still looking for an awesome gift? Then you must get this I LOVE TRAVEL | I Was Here A Travel Journal for the Curious
Minded. Perfect gift for men, women, especially your dad, mom, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, friends or grandparents to celebrate their anniversary. Great gift to write bright ideas and happiness
reminders, to-do lists and meeting planner, as well as take notes, or just have fun and get creative gift ideas for you, your family or friends that match your rule I LOVE TRAVEL | I Was Here A
Travel Journal for the Curious Minded Features: Unique design Can be used as diary, diary, notebook and sketchbook 109 discarded pages of lined paper High quality paper Perfect for gel,
pen, ink, marker or pencils. 6 x 9 in dimensions; Portable size for school, home or travel Printed on white paper
Includes over 100 blank pages for recording personal travel experiences ; plus various brief travel checklists, tips, and charts.
The most well-meaning parents often have a mile-long list of experiences they want to give their kids before they grow up. But there's one thing that no parent can do: tell stories from their
children's perspectives. This unique journal allows kids to tell their travel story through their own voice and record their experiences in ways that remind them of not only what happened, but
how those events made them feel. As anadded bonus, kids can contain and organize their gathered objects such as a ticket stub or postcard as well as write down the important feelings they
experience while collecting keepsakes. Whether a child is traveling to Yellowstone, Disney, New York, Europe, or Grandma's house, this is the best journal for every vacation experience.
Interior: Date Where I am today Weather My day was (Amazing, Fun/Cool, Ok, Boring) Who was with us, Today we... My favorite part of today Photos slot Check out our "travel journal" other
countries
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A Brooklyn eighth-grader nicknamed Antsy befriends the Schwa, an "invisible-ish" boy who is tired of blending into his surroundings and going unnoticed by nearly everyone.
This portable guide deck offers prompts to lead you to new and inspiring experiences, no matter the destination. From the author of the bestselling I Was Here travel journal, add variety and
spontaneity to any trip with 75 illustrated cards that encourage you to seek out new paths—from slowing down and making time to wander to saying "yes" to serendipitous encounters and
unplanned adventures. Detours: 75 Activity Cards for Travel Near and Far is a unique, inspiring, on-the-go tool for curious travelers and anyone looking for creative ways to explore. • GREAT
SELF-PURCHASE FOR TRAVELERS AND CREATIVES: A great way to gift new experiences! With 75 different prompts and charming color illustrations throughout, this compact deck makes
a thoughtful gift for travelers and folks with a creative spirit. • PERFECT FOR ALL KINDS OF TRAVEL OR SIMPLY TO SPICE UP A DAILY ROUTINE: Unlike destination-specific guides with
recommended sights and landmarks, Detours offers open-ended prompts that can be used anywhere (local, domestic, or international travel). Good for staycations and vacations! •
EXPERIENCED AUTHOR: Kate Pocrass is an avid traveler and the author and illustrator of several travel-themed journals and gift products. She is a firm believer in making the journey as
interesting as the destination.
I LOVE TRAVEL | I Was Here a Travel Journal for the Curious Minded(6x9 Lined) Blank Journal Notebook Organizer Planner for I LOVE TRAVEL | I Was Here a Travel Journal for the Curious
Minded

LIMITED TIME OFFER - NORMAL PRICE $12 ---- SPECIAL DISCOUNT 50% TO ONLY $5.49 Mindful Travel Journal I Was Here in This Place: Record All Your Memories and
Happiness, Traveler's Notebook, Travel Dairy, Travel Notebook, I Was Here Journal, Unlined Travel Journal, Classic Travel Journal, Vintage Travel Journal, 6" x 9" This journal
will help you to plan trip, packing list, record all your memories and happiness during travel. This journal is simple design. It is a perfect gift. 6 x 9" This journal Contains: Premium Matte Cover Design - Printed on High Quality Cream Paper - Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" - Packing list - Travel Dairy - Paste in photos, tickets, maps, postcards Emergency Contact
With no memory of the car accident itself, 17-year-old Mia must come to terms with never really knowing what happened one horrific winter's day that changed her life forever.
The military life causes many families to endure extended separation when daddies get sent away. See how one little girl and her mother find strength through the seasons as
they await the return of their loved one in the charming I Wish Daddy Was Here. This book catches the essence of military families. The honest feelings portrayed show incredible
strength by being able to move through the seasons and survive a deployment. This is a powerful book for any child missing a parent. Annette Amos - Early Childhood Educator
and Military Spouse. Kat DeMille, a full-time mom and wife, currently resides in Virginia.
Travel Journal 119 pages with world map Easy to carry arround 6'*9' inches
How could someone like Mick die? He was the kid who freaked out his mom by putting a ceramic eye in a defrosted chicken, the kid who did a wild dance in front of the whole
school--and the kid who, if only he had worn his bicycle helmet, would still be alive today. But now Phoebe Harte's twelve-year-old brother is gone, and Phoebe's world has
turned upside down. With her trademark candor and compassion, beloved middle-grade writer Barbara Park tells how Phoebe copes with her painful loss in this story filled with
sadness, humor--and hope. Chosen by Publishers Weekly as one of their Best Books of 1996. "A full-fledged and fully convincing drama" (Publishers Weekly).
Are you bored of the endless scroll of your social media feed? Do you swipe left before considering the human being whose face you just summarily rejected? Do you skim
articles on your screen in search of intellectual stimulation that never arrives? If so, this book is the philosophical lifeline you have been waiting for. Offering a timely meditation on
the profound effects of constant immersion in technology, also known as the Interface, Wish I Were Here draws on philosophical analysis of boredom and happiness to examine
the pressing issues of screen addiction and the lure of online outrage. Without moralizing, Mark Kingwell takes seriously the possibility that current conditions of life and
connection are creating hollowed-out human selves, divorced from their own external world. While scrolling, swiping, and clicking suggest purposeful action, such as choosing
and connecting with others, Kingwell argues that repeated flicks of the finger provide merely the shadow of meaning, by reducing us to scattered data fragments, Twitter feeds,
Instagram posts, shopping preferences, and text trends captured by algorithms. Written in accessible language that references both classical philosophers and contemporary
critics, Wish I Were Here turns to philosophy for a cure to the widespread unease that something is amiss in modern waking life.
Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to realize their dreams of an easy life until one of them succumbs to his weakness for soft,
helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
Spark your wanderlust and fill your spirit with this guided journal designed to provide inspiration to mindful travelers while on the road. The Mindful Traveler is the perfect
companion for those searching for the deeper meaning in their adventures. Sprinkled throughout with thoughtful prompts and meditations, the journal also provides ample space
for free-flowing inspirations and reflections, designated space to set daily intentions, and a keepsake pocket to collect special mementos from a trip. Through a series of activities
and meditations drawing on ancient wisdom and current insights, The Mindful Traveler gently guides seekers in their journey on the road and within the soul. This journal is
illustrated throughout and features a beautiful softcover leatherette for light and easy carrying during one's travels. Its 160 elegant ruled pages are made from recycled paper and
take both pen and pencil nicely.
LIMITED TIME OFFER - NORMAL PRICE $12 ---- SPECIAL DISCOUNT 50% TO ONLY $5.49 Travel Journal For Women: Woman's Travel Journal, I Was Here in This Place,
Record All Your Memories and Happiness, Daily Travel Planner, Daily Travel Journal, Travel Essential Journal, Travel Dairy, Travel Notebook For Women, 6 x 9" This journal will
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help you to plan trip, packing list, record all your memories and happiness during travel. This journal is simple design. It is a perfect gift. 6 x 9" This journal Contains: - Premium
Matte Cover Design - Printed on High Quality Cream Paper - Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" - Packing list - Travel Dairy - Paste in photos, tickets, maps, postcards - Emergency
Contact - Travel Journal for Women
In an attempt to understand why her best friend committed suicide, eighteen-year-old Cody Reynolds retraces her dead friend's footsteps and makes some startling discoveries.
"No-one has ever seen this place in the same way you're seeing it right now, right here, in this moment." 'You Are Here' is a travel journal that takes you on your own internal
voyage of discovery. By using simple mindfulness techniques you'll find ways to develop a happy, peaceful mind. Many people buy a beautiful notebook to take on holiday. For
some, the emptiness of all those pages is daunting. 'You Are Here' guides you through a rich variety of exercises designed to help you thoroughly enjoy your gap year, city break,
odyssey, holiday-of-a-lifetime, 'find yourself' journey or weekend away. You'll use fresh, creative thinking to save a memory on every page. Every moment is precious. Every
moment is unique. Use this journal to live each moment to the max.
Literature has the capacity to send us across time and space. Through it, we get to know people from different centuries whose experiences as well as the context and culture
they inhabited can be understood and relived through the power of the written word and the marvel of human empathy. Both books included here allow us a glimpse into now
extinct kingdoms, antique settlements and wild naturescapes. The stories contained within will not only expand your vision of history but will also, hopefully, thwart your
expectations and help you rethink the past. The Book of the Marvels of the World, more commonly known as The Travels of Marco Polo, continues to be one of the most widely
read and circulated travel books ever written. It includes the traveller's fascinating recollections of ancient kingdoms and nations all the way from Venice in the Italian Peninsula to
Hangzhou in Eastern China. The Itinerary Through Wales narrates Gerald of Wales' trip to recruit soldiers for the Third Crusade around Wales in the 12th century. It contains
beautiful desciptions of Welsh landscapes and historical events next to descriptions of miracles and fantastic creatures that are a reflection of its time. Both are included in full, in
Modern English and are heavily annotated. Includes charts and illustrations to enliven the experience.
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